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PRELIMINARY REMARKS I

in a software like R there are usually 
several ways of solving a certain 
problem…

=> the solutions shown here are not 
the only ones

=> the solutions shown here are not 
always the best ones possible

if you know a better one, let us know
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS II

the statistical procedures shown here are far 
from being exhaustive and complete

for proper analyses all the procedures shown 
would be more complex, need more checks 
of assumptions, etc.

the examples presented are solely for 
demonstrating the look and feel of R but not 
intended to show how an appropriate 
analysis is conducted!

if text is in courier, it is a piece of R-code which can 
be executed in R or the name of an object which can 
be printed on the screen

'<text>' represents a placeholder which has to be 
replaced by something meaningful to R

CONVENTIONS
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TOPICS

general R considerations

some simple tests and plots

a general linear model
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WHAT IS R?

R is 'free software' and 'open source' 
(the source code is public and may be 
modified)

R can be downloaded for free from the 
internet

check

http://www.fsf.org/ and

http://www.gnu.org/ for more information 
about free software and open source

R is a 'statistical computing environment 
and programming language'
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WHY USING R?

R is extremely powerful and flexible

R can easily be programmed, expanded and 
modified

R is perfect for simulations and more complex 
analyses

R allows to integrate and analyse almost any 
kind of data (e.g. spatial, genetic, acoustic, 
whatever)

R 'knows' an awful lot of procedures (almost 
everything can be done with it)

R provides cool and powerful graphics

R allows to handle data in a very flexible way

R allows you to do all your analyses in a 
single software using a single 'logic'
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WHY USING R?

R is for free

R is 'stable'

R is used by a large and rapidly growing community 

R runs on every OS (Windows, Linux, MacOS) => you 
can work on every computer, exchange solutions 
with everyone

R presumably will become +/- the de facto standard 
in science in the near future (and is already in many 
areas)

R makes life easy

R is really fun and cool!

!
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WHAT IS R?

R is an 'overgrown calculator'

typing 1+1 reveals 2

sqrt(4) reveals 2

log(10) reveals 2.302585

it is possible to store numbers in 'variables'

e.g.
result=log(10)

result reveals 2.302585

one may use a variable instead of a number in 
calculations

e.g. exp(result) reveals 10

note that the equality sign has a 'direction' (i.e. 
x=y and y=x are not the same)

x=y means that the value of y is assigned to x

x=y can be replaced by x<-y or y->x
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VECTORS

of course it is possible to store more than a 
single number...

this is done using e.g. 'vectors'

a vector is a bunch of values* stored in a one-
dimensional array

x=c(1,7,3,11) creates a vector comprising the 

numbers 1, 7, 3, and 11

c() means 'concatenate', 'glues' vectors 
together; try c(x, 4) or c(x,x)

spaces do not matter

x = c(1, 3, 7, 11) is equal to x=c(1,3,7,11)

*one may also store texts in a vector, e.g.
species=c("chimp", "gorilla", "bonobo")

texts are generally denoted in quotes
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OPERATIONS ON VECTORS

create a vector comprising the integer numbers 
from 1 to 10

1:10 reveals 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

and x=1:10 writes them into an object named 'x' 

which then is vector

typing x then reveals 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

mathematical operations can be applied to 
entire vectors in an easy way

first of all there are descriptive statistics; e.g.

mean(x), sd(x), min, max, median, sum, range and 

various other functions

then there are summaries like sum(x) or prod(x)
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MISSING VALUES

missing values are generally denoted as 'NA' 
('Not Available')

create a vector with a missing value x=c(x,NA)

note that NA in not indicated on quotes (i.e. NA

is not a character entry)

typing x reveals

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 NA

try mean(x)

does not work because of the NA

but mean(x, na.rm=T) works because the NAs 
are ignored ('removed') when calculating the 
mean
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CALCULATIONS ON VECTORS

mathematical operations that are applied to 
single numbers can be applied to an entire 
vector as well (i.e. all the numbers in it)

try e.g. log(x), sqrt(x), exp(x), x^2

also calculations with all numbers in a vector 
are possible

e.g. x+1, x*3 etc.

z-transform x:

zx=(x-mean(x))/sd(x)

the mean of zx is 0 and its standard deviation 

is 1

z-transformation can also be achieved using 
the function scale
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having two vectors of the same length 
you can do calculations on them which 
are then applied to the pairs of corres-
ponding elements

e.g.
x=1:5

y=6:10

z=x+y

OPERATIONS ON TWO VECTORS

5
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2

1

10

9

8

7

6

15

13

11

9

7

x y z
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OPERATIONS ON TWO VECTORS ('RECYCLING')

create two vectors x=1:10
and y=1:2

then calculate x*y and see 

what happens

=> there is some danger 
when doing operations on 
two vectors

5

4

3

2

1

what happens when you do an operation with a vector 
and a scalar (i.e. a single number) is 'recycling':

the scalar is recycled such that it reveals a vector with 
the same number of elements as the vector

create a vector x=1:5 and multiply it with 5 (x*5)

x

5

5

5

5

5

25

20

15

10

5
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NAME CONVENTIONS

to be usable, objects like vectors need names

names

- must begin with a character (or the period)

- must comprise only characters, numbers, periods, and 
the underscore

names are case sensitive (as is R in general)

two objects named x and X are not the same

try to avoid using names that are already in use by R (e.g. 
as functions)

names are just names; to R they don't mean or imply 
anything until you have created them (and then they just 
label the object)

it is no problem to create vectors like country=c("jack", 
"charlie", "roger") or body.weight=c(-15, -22, -4)
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FUNCTIONS

mean, sum etc. are simple functions

R is + solely about functions

all statistical procedures are actually functions, 
usually applied to more complex things than a 
single vector and returning more complex things 
than a single number

one also uses functions to read and write data 
(from/into files), create plots, even to close R

the basic use of all these functions is the same

functionname(arguments)

there can be many arguments
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ADDRESSING/INDEXING

it is possible to address individual values in a vector

this is done using indices

e.g. with x=10:1

x[3] reveals 8

x[1:3] reveals the first 3 entries (10 9 8)

x[-2] reveals the entire vector except the second entry

one can also address one array, conditional on the 
entries of another

create a vector with two entries: spec=c("chimp", 

"bonobo")

repeat the vector 5 times: spec=rep(spec,5)

typing spec reveals "chimp" "bonobo" "chimp" "bonobo" 
"chimp" "bonobo" "chimp" "bonobo" "chimp" "bonobo"

type x[spec=="chimp"] and see what you get: the values 

of x having 'chimp' as entry in the corresponding 
position in the vector 'spec' (10 8 6 4 2)
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SOME MORE STUFF

getting a list of objects in the workspace: 
ls()

removing an object from the workspace: 
remove(<objectname>)

gluing two vectors together

cbind(x,y) glues vectors x and y as columns

rbind(x,y) glues vectors x and y as rows

append one vector to another c(x,y)

closing R: q()
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GETTING HELP & LEARNING ABOUT R

type: ?fcnname, help.search("fcnname"), 
help("fcnname"), help.start(), ??fcnname, 
apropos("fcnname"), or select menu 
'help/search.r-procect.org' to find help and 
information

search the R-homepage (http://cran.r-
project.org/)

you will find lots of information, links to 
other sources and even free books as pdfs

search http://www.rseek.org (is really very 
helpful)

search for 'refcards'

find one at e.g.

http://www.rpad.org/Rpad/R-refcard.pdf
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BE LAZY, NOT PROUD

once you figured out how to do something in R

- save the instructions

- include a description of what happens ('#' 
leads to subsequent text in the same row 
being ignored)

allows you to later just copy the code when you 
need the analysis again

(I, for instance, frequently copy instructions 
from presentations or scripts I created...)

use Tinn-R as an editor to write your code in

can be found at e.g.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/tinn-r
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CITING R

be correct and cite R and the packages you use

citation() reveals

R Development Core Team (2010). R: A language and 

environment for statistical computing. R Foundation 

for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. ISBN 3-

900051-07-0, URL http://www.R-project.org.

citation("exactRankTests") (see below) reveals

Torsten Hothorn and Kurt Hornik (2006). 

exactRankTests: Exact Distributions for Rank and 

Permutation Tests. R package version 0.8-16.
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OPENING A FILE

save your (Excel-file) as 'txt'- ('tab-delimited') 

set the 'working directory' as desired (folder in which R 
is searching for and saving files):

setwd(<path>), with 'path' being in quotation marks, 
e.g. setwd("d:/temp")

write data into a 'data frame' (see below)
xdata=read.table(file=..., header=..., sep=...)

file: filename (in quotation marks)

header: write 'T' (True) or 'F' (False), depending on 
whether the first line denotes column names

sep: specify what is separating the cells in the same 
row ("\t" for tab-separated [txt-]file)

xdata=read.table(file="test.txt",header=T,sep="\t")

xdata will show the entire data frame

to save a file on the disk use write.table(<x>, 

file=<filename>, row.names=F, col.names=T, sep="\t")
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OPENING A FILE

other options to read data:

xdata=read.table(file="clipboard", header=T, sep="\t")

reads data from the clipboard (windows only)

read.csv works as read.table but has different defaults

but use of 'csv'-files (comma- or colon-delimited) is 
somewhat problematic because separator depends on 
settings of the OS and may differ between computers
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DATA FRAMES

using 'read.table' the data end up in a 'data 
frame'

a 'data frame' is a two-dimensional table

each variable is represented by a column

each case is represented by a row

variables generally have names and can be 
addressed using that name (see below)

individual values can be addressed using

xdata[<row-no.>, <col-no.>]

an entire row can be addressed using

xdata[<row-no.>,]

an entire column can be addressed using

xdata[, <col-no.>] or

xdata$<variable name>
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INSPECTING A DATA FRAME

xdata shows the entire file

names(xdata) shows the names of the variables

summary(xdata) shows for each...

... factor: the different levels (if they are just a few) and 
their frequencies

... continuous variable: min, max, 1st and 3rd quartile, 
median and mean

str(xdata) gives a similar and also very useful overview

head(xdata) shows the first few lines of 'xdata'
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EXCLUDING / SELECTING CASES

sometimes not all the data should be 
analysed

option 1: create new file with only the 
data of interest included

=> tends to result in large number of 
slightly different files (and hence chaos)

option 2: use 'subset' to exclude / include cases from / 
into analysed data
seldata=subset(xdata,sex=="F")

'seldata' will comprise all the female data from xdata
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EXCLUDING / SELECTING CASES

you may use complex expressions to select

operators:

'|': or

'&': and

'!=': ≠

'==': =

'>=', '<=': larger (smaller) than or equal to

use parentheses to define priority, e.g. 
(sex=="F" & age>10) | (sex=="M" & age>12)

spaces do not matter

indicate numbers without quotation marks, 
texts with quotation marks
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'SPLITTING' DATA FRAMES

sometimes one wants to do something separately 
for different fractions of a file

e.g. getting means of a covariate, separately for 
each sex
tapply(xdata$measure_A, xdata$species, mean)

or for each combination of species and sex
tapply(xdata$measure_A, list(xdata$species, 

xdata$sex), mean) reveals
F        M

bonobo 56.28667 56.17333

chimp   54.80500 53.45200

gorilla 61.27500 59.64000

similar and very useful functions are

- apply (summarizes over the rows or columns of a 

matrix, data.frame, or table)

- lapply (applies a function to each element in a list)
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DATA FRAMES AND VECTORS

in a vector all entries are of the same format

create e.g. a vector using x=c(1,3,"a",-5)

typing x reveals "1"  "3"  "a"  "-5"

=> since there is a single non-number (i.e. a 
text) everything is considered text

a data-frame may comprise numbers and texts 
(whereby 'texts' are considered as 'factors')

use e.g.
x=data.frame(species=rep(letters[1:5],10), 

body.wgt=rnorm(50, 10, 2))

to create a data frame comprising a factor and 
a continuous variable
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MATRICES & LISTS

a matrix is a two-dimensional table in which 
all entries have the same format (e.g. all text, 
all numbers)

matrices are useful because, e.g., the same 
operations can be applied to its rows and 
columns

a list is an object comprising other objects 
(which can be of completely different format)

a list allows, e.g., to handle very different 
things like vectors, data-frames, model 
equations and matrices in a single object

usually the results of statistical functions 
come in the form of lists
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EXACT TESTS IN R

non-parametric tests of small samples have to be 
exact

in the stats package of R most non-parametric tests 
are not available in their (true) exact version*, and a 
package making available exact tests for a larger 
number of non-parametric tests does not seem to 
exist

the package 'exactRankTests' provides exact 
Wilcoxon paired-samples and Mann-Whitney U-test

install package: install.packages("exactRankTests")

choose mirror and that’s it

load package: library(exactRankTests)

installation has to be done only once, loading the 
library is required in each session it is used
* true exact test: provides correct P-values also in the presence of 

tied observations
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UNRELATED DATA

question

do measures differ between 
levels of predictor variable?

=> Mann-Whitney U-test

data are in 'mw_u.txt'

nominally scaled predictor variable (‘factor’)

measured response variable, 
at least at ordinal scale

sex

fem

fem

fem

fem

fem

male

male

male

male

male

male

weight

0.9

6.0

3.1

1.4

0.5

1.4

4.0

3.0

3.2

4.2

2.1
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MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST

res=wilcox.exact(xdata$weight~xdata$sex,exact=T)

typing res reveals:
Exact Wilcoxon rank sum test

data:  xdata$weight by xdata$sex

W = 9.5, p-value = 0.3528

alternative hypothesis: true mu is not equal to 0 

to pick individual values:

res$p.value indicates the P-value

names(res) lists the objects in the list 'res'

table(xdata$sex) reveals the sample size per sex
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MANN-WHITNEY U-TEST

res=wilcox.exact(xdata$weight~xdata$sex,exact=T)

the expression 'xdata$weight~xdata$sex' is a very 
general way of indicating a model formula

it means 'response' 'as a function of' 'predictors'

generally, the response is to the left and the 
predictor(s) are to the right of the tilde ('~')

it is used in the same way with more predictor 
variables when specifying linear models:

response ~ predictor1 + predictor2 + …
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PLOTTING THE RESULT

fem male

1

2

3

4

5

6

w
e
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h

t

option 1: a boxplot

plot(xdata$sex, xdata$weight, las=1, ylab="weight")

check 'par' for many more arguments and options of 
plotting functions

arguments used here (it 
has many more):

1st arg: x-values (if this is a 
factor and the second 
numeric you get a boxplot)

2nd arg: y-values

las=1: print numbers at the 
axes horizontally

ylab: label of the y-axis
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option 2: show all values (since there are only a few I'd do 
that)
plot(as.numeric(xdata$sex), xdata$weight, las=1, 

ylab="weight", xlab="sex", xaxt="n", xlim=c(0.5, 2.5), 

pch=19)

mtext(text=levels(xdata$sex), side=1, line=0, at=c(1,2))

PLOTTING THE RESULT

1

2

3

4

5

6

sex

w
e

ig
h

t

fem male

xaxt="n" suppresses printing 
numbers at the x-axis

xlim defines the range of the x-
axis

pch leads to filled circles being 
drawn

mtext writes text besides the 
axes (use ?mtext to get help)
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the function plot is a generic function (what it 
does depends on what it gets as input)

'generic' functions are common in R

they generally reveal output which is specific 
for the input

THE FUNCTION PLOT
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UNPAIRED SAMPLES t-TEST

res=t.test(xdata$weight ~ xdata$sex, paired=F)

typing res reveals:
Welch Two Sample t-test

...

t = -0.5484, df = 5.521, p-value = 0.6049

…

mean in group fem mean in group male 

2.380000           2.983333

note how similarly the two functions deriving the 
Mann-Whitney U- and the t-test work
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RELATED DATA

post

y1

y2

y3

y4

y5

y6

pre

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

subj

A

B

C

D

E

F

control factor

nominal predictor variable

response variable at least at 
ordinal scale

question:

do pre and post values differ 
(after controlling for subject)?

=> Wilcoxon test (non-parametric) or

=> non-related samples t-test (parametric)

data are in 'wilc_friedm.txt'
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WILCOXON TEST

wilcox.exact(xdata$pre,xdata$post,paired=T,exact=T)

output:
Exact Wilcoxon signed rank test

...

V = 8.5, p-value = 0.75

...

note that for a proper documentation in a paper more 
is needed (e.g. sample size, potentially other test 
statistic)
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PAIRED-SAMPLES t-TEST

t.test(xdata$pre, xdata$post, paired=T)

output:
Paired t-test

...

t = -0.5848, df = 6, p-value = 0.58

...

mean of the differences 

-1.471429 

note again the huge similarity between the parametric 
and the non-parametric test

note also that paired- and unpaired-samples t-test are 
derived using the same function as are the Wilcoxon-
and the Mann-Whitney U-test

generally, R provides a pretty unified framework in 
which similar things are frequently done in a very 
similar way (makes it on the long run much easier to 
use than other packages!)
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PLOTTING THE RESULT

plot(c(rep(1,nrow(xdata)), rep(2,nrow(xdata))), 

c(xdata$pre, xdata$post), xaxt="n", las=1, pch=1, 

xlab ="when", ylab="response", xlim=c(0.5, 2.5))

notes:

rep repeats the 1st arg as many times as indicated by 
the 2nd; here we use it to get the x-values

nrow returns the number of rows in data frames etc.

add labels to the x-axis:
mtext(text=c("pre", "post"), side=1, line=0, 

at=c(1,2))

connect points per subject using 'segments':

segments(x0=rep(1,nrow(xdata)), y0=xdata$pre, 

x1=rep(2,nrow(xdata)), y1=xdata$post, lty=2)

x0 etc. indicate the positions where lines start and end

lty determines the 'line type'
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PLOTTING THE RESULT
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CORRELATION

data: two different measures (at least at ordinal scale), 
obtained for a number of cases (e.g. subjects)

distinction between predictor and 
response variable not required

question: is there a relation bet-
ween the two?

data are in 'correl.xls'
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CORRELATION

if data are in 'xdata':
cor.test(xdata$var_A, xdata$var_B, 

method="spearman", exact=T)

output:
Spearman's rank correlation rho

data:  xdata$var_A and xdata$var_B

S = 1390.572, p-value = 0.8488

alternative hypothesis: true rho is not equal to 0 

sample estimates:

rho 

-0.04554285 

Warning message:

In cor.test.default(xdata$var_A, xdata$var_B, 

method = "spearman",  :

Cannot compute exact p-values with ties

is only a 'false' exact test

other methods available are 'kendall' and 'pearson'
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PLOTTING THE RESULT

plot(xdata$var_A, xdata$var_B, 

xlab="var_A", ylab="var_B", pch=19)
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ONE SAMPLE, TWO CATEGORIES

are females and males equally common 
in the population?
binomial test
if data are in 'xdata':
table(xdata$sex)

output:
fem male 

14   10 

gives the frequency of the two sexes
to run a binomial test:
pbinom(<n_rarer>, <sample_size>, 0.5), 

here
pbinom(10,24,0.5)

output:
0.2706281

gives the cumulative one-tailed probability for that sex ratio

multiply by two to get two-tailed P-value
data are in 'binom.txt'
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ONE SAMPLE, TWO CATEGORICAL VARIABLES

species
orang
orang
orang
orang
orang
orang
orang
orang
chimp
chimp
chimp
chimp
chimp
chimp
chimp

result
pass
fail

pass
fail

pass
pass
fail
fail
fail
fail
fail
fail
fail

pass
fail

are proportions of passes 
and fails the same in the 
two species?

C

O

ΣΣΣΣ

F

6

4

10

P

1

4

5

ΣΣΣΣ

7

8

15

χχχχ2-test (approximate with 
continuity correction) or 
Fisher's exact test (if 
sample is small as here)

data are in 'fisher.txt'
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FISHER'S EXACT TEST

fisher.test(xdata$species, xdata$result)

reveals
...

p-value = 0.2821

...

works also for tables larger than 2*2

table(xdata$species, xdata$result)

reveals the cross-tabulation
fail pass

chimp    6    1

orang 4    4
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χχχχ2-TEST

having a larger sample (and large enough expected 
values) the function chisq.test is an alternative

remarks

- use and input are pretty similar to that of the 
function fisher.test

- does not reveal an exact test

- permutation is available as an option

- for 2*2-tables, test with continuity correction is the 
default

- runs also on data already in the from of a (cross-
tabulated) matrix (then use chisq.test(<crosstab>))

to get a cross-tabulated matrix use

ctab=as.table(table(xdata$species,xdata$result))
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GETTING EXPECTED VALUES IN A CROSS-TAB

first get the cross-tab:

ctab=as.table(table(xdata$species,xdata$result))

outer(rowSums(ctab), colSums(ctab),"*")/sum(ctab)

this is just a demo to show another cool and very 
useful function (and the general 'philosophy' of R)
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data are in 'linear_model.txt'

structure of the data:

one categorical predictor (species), two covariates, one 
continuous response (abundance)

check distributions of variables:

hist(xdata$altitude)

hist(xdata$hab_degr)

hist(xdata$abundance)

=> all look okay

GETTING STARTED
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OUTLINE OF MODEL

structure of the data:

one categorical predictor (species), two covariates, 
one continuous response (abundance)

general idea of the model:

one covariate (habitat degradation, 'hab_degr') has a 
linear effect being the same in each species

the other covariate ('altitude') has effects differing 
between species and potentially also non-linear effects 
(potentially differing between species)

=> model would be

abundance ~ hab_degr + spec + altitude + altitude2 +
spec*altitude + spec* altitude2

note that including an interaction A*B2, requires to 
include also the terms A, B, B2, and A*B to get a valid 
model
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THE FUNCTION lm()

the function lm allows for running ANOVA as well 

as (linear or multiple) regression

it runs a general linear model on data with a single 
response variable and any mixture of categorical 
and continuous predictor variables

general use:

lm(formula) [it has many more optional arguments]

'formula' specifies the response variable and the 
predictor variables

lm(response~predictor variables)

denote the response to the left and the predictor 
variables to the right

use 'data=<name of data frame>' to denote where 
the variables should be searched for
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INTERACTIONS AND BUILDING MODELS

in R, one generally has to specify the model 
explicitly with regard to the interactions included

to run a model with two main effects and their 
interaction use lm(resp~A+B+A:B) or lm(resp~A*B) or 
lm(resp~(A+B)^2)

':' denotes a specific interaction

'*' denotes all main effects and all interactions up 
to the highest possible order between the 
respective terms

'^k'denotes all main effects and all interactions up 
to the kth order

'-' removes a specific term

e.g. lm(resp~A*B*C-A:B:C) and lm(resp~(A+B+C)^2), 

and lm(resp~A+B+C+A:B+A:C+B:C) reveal the same 
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GETTING STARTED

are data balanced?
table(xdata$spec) reveals
A  B  C  D 

60 60 60 60 

=> data are fully balanced

check whether covariates differ between species 
(potential collinearity problem)
summary(aov(altitude~spec, data=xdata))

summary(aov(hab_degr~spec, data=xdata))

=> no problem (both P>0.87), potentially check 
assumptions of these models (see below)

check the correlation between the two covariates:
cor.test(xdata$env_cov_1, xdata$env_cov_2)

=> is okay as well (well, is almost significant, but the 
correlation is weak)

note that R is dummy coding the factor automatically
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PREPARATION OF THE DATA

both covariates should be z-transformed (for altitude 
this is essential to get a valid model; for hab_degr it is 
not essential but makes later interpretation and 
plotting easier)
z.alt=as.vector(scale(xdata$altitude))

z.hd=as.vector(scale(xdata$hab_degr))

hints to defining the model

including a squared term using 'A^2' does not work 
because '^2' is used to denote an interaction (i.e. in R 
(A+B)^2 means A + B + A*B)

but it works if I(A^2) is used ('AsIs')
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RUNNING THE MODEL

run the linear model and save the result in 'res'

res = lm(abundance ~ z.hd + spec*(z.alt+I(z.alt^2)), 

data=xdata)

next step (but see below): establish the significance of 
the full model as compared to the null model

null = lm(abundance ~ 1, data=xdata)

'abundance ~ 1' means to fit a model with the intercept 
only (i.e. a model which assumes abundance to be 
constant/not influenced by a any of the predictors)

anova(null, res, test="F")

reveals the full model to be significant (F12,227=2579.4, 
P<0.001)

in principle, it would be important to check whether 
assumptions are fulfilled (see next slide for some 
hints)
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CHECKING ASSUMPTIONS (SOME OPTIONS)

plot residuals against fitted values

plot(fitted(res), residuals(res))

looks good (one shouldn't really 
see any pattern here)

use dffits(res), dfbetas(res), and 
cooks.distance(res) from the 
package 'car' to get some 
influence diagnostics
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to get 'Variance Inflation Factors' (VIF') indicating 
potential collinearity problems

run a model exluding the interactions and squared 
terms, e.g.,

red = lm(abundance ~ z.hd + spec + z.alt, 

data=xdata)

and then use vif(red)
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GETTING THE MAIN RESULTS

test for the effect of the interaction between altitude 
squared and species (if this is significant then all the 
effects it comprises do not need to and cannot be 
tested)

if all predictor variables were covariates summary(res)

(try it) would show their  P-values

but here a factor with four levels ('spec') is included:

lm dummy codes it and summary reveals P-values for the 
individual dummy coded variables and their interaction 
with the altitude squared…

to get an overall test of this interaction compare fit of 
the full model with fit of a reduced model not 
comprising it

if the interaction is statistically significant then the 
reduced model would be worse
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GETTING THE MAIN RESULTS

run the reduced model:

red = lm(abundance ~ z.hd + spec*z.alt+I(z.alt^2), 

data=xdata)

[use summary(res) and summary(red) to check whether 

the full and the reduced model comprise all terms they 
should]

and compare it with the full model

anova(red, res, test="F")

reveals the interaction to be highly significant 
(F3,227=221.24, P<0.001)

summary(res) also reveals that env_cov_2 has no 

obvious effect

to further probe the nature of this interaction I'd use 
plots
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idea: show the data in a scatter plot (of abundance 
against altitude), with points having different shapes 
(or colours) for different species and add model 
predictions as lines

get an overview of symbols available:
plot(1:25, rep(1,25), pch=1:25)

define symbols ('point characters'):
symbol=rep(2, nrow(xdata))

symbol[xdata$spec=="B"]=3

symbol[xdata$spec=="C"]=4

symbol[xdata$spec=="D"]=5

an alternative would be
symbol=as.numeric(xdata$spec)+1

and plot the data:
plot(z.alt, xdata$abundance, pch=symbol, 

xlab="altitude (z-transformed)", ylab="abundance")

PLOTTING THE RESULT
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PLOTTING THE RESULT

missing are lines showing the model and a legend
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define values of altitude for which predicted values 
should be derived
xvals=seq(-2, 2, 0.1)

to add the lines, first inspect coef(res) or 
cbind(1:length(res), coef(res))

draw the line for species A:
lines(xvals, coef(res)[1] + coef(res)[6] * xvals + 

coef(res)[7] * xvals^2, lty=1)

and for species B:
lines(xvals, coef(res)[1] + coef(res)[3] + 

(coef(res)[6]+coef(res)[8])*xvals + 

(coef(res)[7]+coef(res)[11])*xvals^2, lty=2)

for species C and D the indices 3, 8 and 11 and 'lty' 
would have to be increased by 1 and 2, respectively
[I'm sure there is a more elegant way of getting this]

PLOTTING THE RESULT
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ADDING A LEGEND

legend(x=-1.5, y=50, legend=levels(xdata$spec), 

lty=1:4, pch=2:5, bty="n")

arguments of the function legend:

x, y: position of the upper left corner of the legend in 
the plotting region

legend: texts/labels to be written (here 
toupper(letters[1:4]) creates the labels, more 
generally levels(xdata$spec) would do an 
appropriate job [dummy coding is usually done by 
alphabetical order of names of levels])

lty: type of the lines to be drawn

pch: symbols to be used

bty: type of box to be drawn around the legend ("n" 
means 'no box')
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THE FINAL PLOT
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GENERALIZED LINEAR (MIXED) MODELS

the general linear model comprises regression, 
ANOVA, and ANCOVA (i.e. residuals are normally 
distributed and the linear model directly reveals 
the response (i.e. 'identity-link'))

the Generalized Linear Model (GLM) extends the 
general linear model such that residuals may have 
other distributions (e.g. binomial, poisson) and 
the link between the linear model and the 
response is not necessarily 'identity' anymore

e.g. logistic regression (i.e. binary response)

- the residuals are binomially distributed

- the link is logit

'Mixed Models' allow for incorporating 'random 
effects' into such models
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GENERALIZED LINEAR (MIXED) MODELS IN R

in R, most standard GLMs are run using the function 
glm and mixed models (GLMMs) are usually run 
using the function lmer of the package lme4

their use is extremely similar to that of the function 
lm, though additional arguments are needed to 

specify the error and the link function and random 
effects need to be specified in a special way
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TREE DATA: FORMAT

a phylogenetic tree is characterized by 'nodes' and 'tips'

1

1

2

1

B

C

A

taxa at the tips usually have 
names

tips and nodes are connected 
by 'branches' or 'edges'

branches might have a known 
(or assumed) length

the tree might be 'rooted' (i.e. 
ancestral state is known or 
hypothesized)

how could such a structure 
be represented? root
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TREE DATA: FORMAT

1

1

2

1

B

C

Ahow could such a structure 
be represented?

the structure with regard to relationships is indicated via 
braces: ((A, B), C)

branch/edge lengths are indicated as numbers following 
the taxon names: ((A: 1, B: 1): 1, C: 2)

'Newick' format:

- taxa are embraced by braces

- taxa are separated by comma

- taxa and branch lengths are separated by colon

- the tree is followed by semicolon
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READING/ENTERING A TREE IN R

tree=read.tree(

text="(((E:1,D:2):1,C:3):1, (B:1,A:1):3);")

or if the tree is saved as an asci file:
tree=read.tree("my_fst_tree.txt")

typing tree reveals
Phylogenetic tree with 5 tips and 4 internal nodes.

Tip labels:

[1] "E" "D" "C" "B" "A"

Rooted; includes branch lengths.
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ENTERING A TREE

to plot the tree use

plot(tree) or plot.phylo(tree)

how to get independent 
contrasts?

assume there is a measure for 
each species:
meas=c(1, 2, 5, 4, 3)

label the measures according to which species they 
refer to:
names(meas)=c("A", "B", "C", "D", "E")

calculate independent contrasts:
ic=pic(x=meas, phy=tree, scaled=F)

and add them as nodelabels to the tree:
nodelabels(round(ic,2),adj=c(0,.5), frame="n")

but this is really only very, very basic...
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A FINAL REMARK

coming from the point-and-click world of modern 
operating systems and softwares R seems compli-
cated to use and the beginning definitely is

but once you mastered the initial steps it really 
pays!

you will stop creating the plots you know how to 
draw but create the plots you wish to draw

you will do things you otherwise wouldn't have even 
thought about (running 1,000,000 GLMs isn't really 
an issue at all in R)
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